This year, the Muttart Conservatory is celebrating the Year of the Tiger! There is actually only one species of tiger in the entire world, separated into six living subspecies. All six subspecies are considered endangered and three of them are critically endangered including the Amur Tiger, who you can visit at the Edmonton Valley Zoo. You can help save tigers by spreading awareness and finishing the word search below to discover more ways to help this amazing species!

**Directions:** Discover how to save our big cats! Words can be found forwards, backwards, diagonally, horizontally, and vertically.

```
PLANTTREESFKUQ
WQUDGEDUCATER
RSERTTVBYYAPS
CEYEMSCMLQTHO
BICYCLEPODDXLV
ZDTYTPITXMGKV
OYJCFCWIIGPDPH
KDCBGLIGHTSOFF
IOGARDENPPGNSE
CARPOOLLIFBEAL
TJSPUWKFWTJTY
XEREDECIEENU
FJAYCXWISGLLI
SHORTSHOWERSMO
```

Recycle  
Reduce  
Reuse  

Bicycle  
Educate  
Lights Off  

Compost  
Garden  
Donate  

Short Showers  
Carpool  
Plant Trees  

```